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DSIN AND COS7iWCTION OF A}PAflJ:3 FOE 
PROB2 MS5JRU1TS IN O3ES 

Thcmry of the Glow Dtsohare 

Tho i.an&2u1r probe method of sthdy1n gaseous d18- 

charges hes proved to be o va1uble tool, In spite of this, 

Ita use has not been as widespread as night be expected. 

The tube described tri this thesis has been designed prl» 

merily for student use in the lìboritory. Its special 

teature is tho use of a probe which can be movd by means 

of an externel acnct ile not distirbin the diechergo. 

3efore describing the tube which was built and tested, a 

theory of the probe will be given. 

Theoretically, it should be possible to derive an 

equation to describe ecrpletely the phenomena occurring in 

glow discharges. Unfortunately, no completely satisfactory 

equation has boen developed. Sir J. 1. Thomson has attacked 

the problem taking into account such effects as ionization, 

reconibination, mobility, difruston and s.ce..charge. 

(9, pp. 292..469) He has obtained solutions of the equations 

only for a few re3trictod cases. Before devoloping the 

mathematical fonm]lns Involved, it wotild seem pertinent to 

discuss the subject qualitatively. 

Let us suppose that se have a tube filled with air at 

an appropriate pressure, the tube being long in comparison 

to its dIameter, enclosing two plane-pars hei electrodos. 

ipply then an adequate d.c. source such that a striated glow 
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d1scharre Is evident. The conditions necessary for the glow 

d1sohrge re o sufficient apl1ed potent: dirferecce and 

gs at ny pressure not so low s to give too infrequent 

collisions nor so high as to cause electrons to reach their 

terialnal speeds at values below tht necessary f?r toni- 

zation. (2, p. 333) 

The discharge ta a steady-otato self-sustaining 

d1scharge' (8, p. 568) in that the secondary electrons lib- 

erstea from the cathode by positive ion boxnbardrnont produce, 

in ionization by collision, encngh new electrons to raintain 

the current through the tube at its constant valuo. 

One very striking feature of the glow diachare is 

the aprearance of 11g .. ht and dark regions throughout the tube 

as may he seen in the photograph on the followIng page. 

3tarting at the cathode in order of appearance they are: 

cathode glow, Crookes dark space, negative glow, 2araday 

dark space and the positive oolutnn. ach of these regions 

will be discussed separately in the toliowin material. 

The secondary electrons emitted from the cathode by 

positive ion bombardnant usually have low enerios an be- 

fore they receive additional energy from the field, they 

form a small. negative space-charge cloud close to the oath- 

ode; however, this does not seen to be the cause of the 

orange cathode glow occurring at the cathode surface. One 

might expect the maximum light 1ntenty fran the excitation 
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due to secondary electrons to ocour cloae to the cithode, 

but speotrosoopy experthents show thl& not to be the otse. 

It would seen, however, timt the cathode glow results from 

exoltatton by positive loas (5, p. 143) or fast ions orll- 

asting front ehar.e transfer t the cathode. 

At low currents the cathode glow does not cover the 

entire electrode surface as the current oes only to a pert 

of the cathode, the surface of the covered part being pro- 

portlonal to the current. This dlschtìre Is designated as 

the "naria1" discharge with a "normal" cathode fai]. of po- 

tentla]. , The normal cathode tall Is nearly independent of 

the current and the Ir current Is Increased 

above the value Where the whole cathode is covered by the 

1ow, the cathode fall will increase and we obtain an 9ab- 

norral't discharge. Discharges in certain eases actually 

have a glow composed of three d itfereat ftaz of light lay- 

ers, of which only the center layer Is the cathode glow 

caused by recombinatlon. The other t:o are excitation of 

molecules by secondary electrons arid light from sputterIng. 

Knowledge of the electric field, the Ion and electron 

cirrents, and energies In the Crookes dark space foe' norm&l 

glow Is very meager today due to the fact tint the method of 

cold probe measurements devised by Langniulr and Ìott-JmIth 

(7, pp. 449, 538, 616, ?&2, 810) falls In regions of high 
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neid strength end non-axwe111an velocity distributions. 

The field strenth in this re1on seers to be l8rgest near 

the cathode and docroases monotonously to the negative 

glow where the field atrenth is arall. The length o the 

Crookes dark space usually Is four to seven ti.es the oleo- 

tron rican free path. In the norrnol diohere, niany of the 

positive Ions reaching the cathode are formed in the Crookea 

dsrk srace, the rest being supplied trn the negative ßlow. 

1so there is a sp eedin up of the secondary electrons fran 

the cathode in the darc space and these enter the neative 

glow with high energies. Electrons exist in this stream 

with energies up to eihty per cent of the cathode fall. 

These fast electrons leave behind a region of positive space 

charge, the mobility of thc riositive ions being much less 

than that of the electrons. flecabinat1on is infrequent 

because of the stron fields snd high speed of the cloe- 

trons. It shlld be realized that the Crooke dark space is 

not really dark but just represents a region of relatively 

little excitation and ionization. 

The negative glow is the bluish luminous discharge 

which starts at the end of the dark space. Th e brightness 

of the glow diminishes as we recedo from the cathode nd the 

position of Its end deends upon the distance the high speed 

electrons cing fron the cathode can travel before losing 
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so much energy tht they have not enough left to ionize or 

t'roduce luxiinoslty. The field strerith in the negative glow 

is exceedingly smell, and this would imply tr ìOigSQfl'S 

equation (Ç417Q) that the apace charge density nearly 
dx 

vanishes. This iust mean that the density of the electrons 

and positive ions is nearly equal. The existence of recom- 

bination in the negative glow is still a ntter of discus- 

eton. Normally the lieht of the negative glow is caused by 

excitation of the air molecules. s the electrons reach the 

cathode edge of the negative glow t1ey begin to lose energy 

by atomic or molecu lar collisions, and they eventually reach 

velocity at they can cause excitation. Thus, the 

electrons begin to becorLe very numerous because of the 

cumulative onization end not only have sr.aller energies, 

but the electrons produced by ionization also travel shorter 

distances before ionization energy is reached than the 

original secondary electrons. Thus, they ionize arid excite 

very effectively. Visually, it would appear s if there 

were a nrked increase In the intensity of the light in a 

very short distance. iotualiy, the negative glow is much 

more diffusely defined as would be expected fror t1 rather 

large range of electron energies. Therefore, the negative 

glow may be regtrded as the seat of ionization, the aupply 

or positive ions preventing thC elsetrons troni building up 
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a negative space cìnrge. 

The Faraday dark apace is tho part of the discharge 

lying between the negative glow and the positivo column, 

the end of the dtìrk space joining the negative glow is not 

sharply defined, and is due to the electron spread of ener. 

gies. The density of the electrons in the dark space far 

exceeds the positive ion derLzity as the electrons must 

travel the lcngth of the dark s;ace to gain enough energy 

from the f ielc heforo they are capable of producing ioni 

vtion. Recorbination is also smell because of the paucity 

of ions. The thicknesa of the ?aradey dark apace le in- 

versely proportional to the current density and directly 

proportional to the pressure of the gas. 

Thus, the electric field increases toward the anode 

until lt reaches s point whore it is intense enough to cause 

just enih ionization to compensate for the loss of posi- 

tive ions by recombination and difuslon to the walls of the 

tube. From this 'o1nt on to the anode is the positive col- 

umn. This column, often called the 'plaama", a word coined 

by Lengir, usually exhibits striations1 In air and impure 

gases. The pure gases will also exhibit striations lt 

there are metasteble etis present. 

1. The aitornete iit and dark spes as evidenced in 
the photogrephs on page 3. 



POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 

FIGURE 



Suppo8e, now, that an electron coU1de 1ne1ist1cai1y 
with a iio1eou1e t sonie point b. (3, p. 6O) The electron 
tioblilty Ic least just before lt Is fast enouth to make an 

Inelastic collision. The neCative space ohae caused by 

the electrons varies Inversely as the nobility of the 
electrons. This arLs that as soon as the electron has 

nade an Inelastic collision, there Is an abrupt decrease 
in the negative space-charge. As the electron again gaine 
speed the obIllty decreases, th space-charge increases, 
end the process Is repeated at another inclastic Iipact 
nenrer the anode. 3lnce the positive colunx Is essentially 
a region of zero space-charge, these variations produced by 

successive Inelastic inpeots mist give rise to alternate 
regions or positive and negative space-charge as indicated 
by the curve in Figure 1. 

These variations In electric Intensity Increase the 
probability thut other electrons will collide inelastloally 
in the garne regions because of the theresa- . d electric field 
strength in the region of en Inelastic impact. The elec- 
trous noving in e field through the gas suffer elastic 
Inpacts below certain speeds and inelastic above them. This 
leads to the conclusion that there are successive regions 
in which the Inelastic irapacts will be concentrated. These 

regions of Inelastic impact are characterized then by a 
positive space-charge, and they will be separated by regions 
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at negt1ve apace charge and sufficIent poteat1l drop to 

nilow the electrons to gain sufficient speed to otuse norc 

Inelastic Impacts. Inelastic impacts result in Ionization 

or excItt1on o the molecules; therefore, these regions 

will 1m ve X! xlmun luminosi ty. 

!rc consideratIon al' the fundamental properties at 

oleotrena, Ions and niolecules, we can Inter the potential 

distribution as indicated in Figure 1. 

In order to study experimentally the potential dis- 

tribution and Ion concentration in tho discharge, the method 

or Langmuir, (6, p. 731) whIch consIsts of an exploring 

electrodo, ia enp1oyed. 

Consider a plane square probe-electrode, I, which Is 

placed parallel to the axis of the tube. (8, p. 237) Let 

vr indicate the potential of the plasma at the position of 

the probe. Then V a be iade neattve or positive 

as is desired. First, let us consider V strongly ne,atIve 

so that even the highest energy electrons are repelled by 

the probe. The positive-ion densities In tlie plasma are of 

the order of ions/cm3 or greater and thus with V nega- 

tive there will be a positive space-charge lItited current 

to the probe. This will cause a positivo Ion space-cberge 

sheath to fm around the probe and. will appear visually as 
a dark seo representing a region of no recombintion of 
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the positive ions or excitation of the molecules. The 

actuel target area for the positive ions is the outer sur- 

face area ? of the ion sheath. The probe current, 
IP' 

then 

vil], equal the positivo ion ctrt, i, to the area F, 

provided there is no ionization, reeornhination or electron 

emission from the probe within the positive ion sheath. 

The positive ions difftise into the sheath çiving a 

probe current, where Is tìie number of 

ions of averace velocity striking unit area per second 

from a sp&ce containing N Ions rer cubic centimeter. 

This sece-charge-iimited current can also he represented 

by an equation deduced by Child (1, p. 492) in 1911. 

- 

¡.-- 
-4 = L- V3' 

whore d S sheath thickness and in mass of a positive ion. 

V does not alter the plasma outside the sheath, and 

thus F', , and are constant; conseauently, j also is 

constant for strongly negative values of V. By measuring 

j4. and d the potential V can be obtained. 

Then the vsiue of V, becomes sufficiently less nega- 

tivo to V1, the faster electrons can penetrate the sheath 

and reach the probe. Since,,4_,z the probe current 

will decrease with the Inoreaain negative electron current 

__;_ s 4:;_ may be determined from and the measured 
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values of at high neativc probe potential. The maßni- 

tude of ,4 can also be calculated frot the í.axwellian 

distribution equation. 

e 

This riearis that out of N electrons per cubic centireter In 

the plasma, N of then will have velocity ciponente normal 

to the probe between e and Cx+CLC . ANCiii 
1 4 

be the rrirber striking the probe per second. Thus, 

4eN,c 'IePL (c; dc - AeAL°' 

- 41flFJc X 

cx 

where = ' 

T is the electron temperature in degrees Ecivin artd m 

is the electron mass, and 

Ve 
therefore: .Ve 

-ç - __ - ____ 

- = ¡e /Y ';ii \ - Ve 
(wl/) () 

where P constant. 
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The lo_ - V curve is linear, the slope being 

ivenby 

a'v 
This relation allows the evaluation of the electron teiper- 

ature T. This linear curve seens to bear out the assump- 

tian of a Iíaxwe1lian dIstribution of velocities. If e 

desi ate as , the difference In potentiel for two 

values of Vp, Vp1 and Vp2 at which and j are in the 

ratio of I 2.918, then 

T Ji7r/O4L1Vp 

This procedure for deternining the electron teraperature Is 

the first step in the evaluation of the rerrialning plasma 

variables. 

Further decrease of the negative probe potential 

1ead to a valua of V such that the probe current 

.4:::y::o nii thus 
T 

Th18 la the ocint there 

the electron current due to diffusion equals the positive 

ion space-.ebarge-ltnited current. t V 

4 = 
N 
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sswing now that /V/4 as is usually the 

case in undisturbed plasa, we can write 

e TM- 
also called the wall potent1i. s the nega- 

tive potential is reduced furth-, a point will be reached 

for which Vo . This ans that the probe will be at 

the plasma potential, and both the electrons arid positive 

Ions reach the probe In proportion to their normai rates 

of diffusion. 1nce 

Ve 

. 

then at 

V=o 

7-- 

v 1271-m_ 

The positive Ion current drops to zero very rapidly 

with a low value of positivo V, thus the log,_ V curve 

undergoes a sudden change of slope. This fixes the values 

of V, for which Y O and ine be obtained easily from the 

log 
-. -V curve at the discontinuity. 

c2' ., A I ;c _ I 

I ; o 

?'-'x 
:= !vz e i I i /,t 1* 

L I Y/ I /- 
4 VzTrm* 
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because 

= V 7T1,' 

Summing up, we ceri evlu3te by our one serIes of 

probe rrieasureent8: 

(1) The electron temperature frog the 810pe of the 

1og V 
(2) The electron cirrent density L from i t 

v:o,v :v ori t_ ij eridknowinA. 
p x P + 

It muet he rebere t!t at V O the probe 

aros is A and not F since the sheth is not 

presert. 

(3) The electron deuilty fl fror j nd T at 

V = o. 

(4) The terperature of the positivo ions, 1'ro 

at V * O assuming e normal discharge 

where S_ * 

If the probe becomes even more positive, there wilL 

be a space-charge liiiited electron cirrent; positivc ion 

current, therefore, being zero. 

great deal can thus be lerned from explortng 

electrode measureirc ts provtding the basic assumptions and 

15 

Maxwell's 1e hold. ¡f axwei1's lw does not bold, as 

would be indicated by non'-lthearity of the 1og-Vcurves, 
one could attnpt further #ork using the distMut1on úue 

to Druyvesteyn. (4, p. 790) 
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Con8tructlon 

in order to be able to make a plot of the plasma 

potential versus distance from cathode, lt is necessary to 

have a probe capable of making continuous probe measure- 

menta for the entire length of the discharge. To accomplish 

this lt Is necessary to provide access for the probe to the 

plasma of the discharge. 

The method used provides access by a lone narrow slot 

through which the probe protrudes Into the plasma. The slot 

shild be narrow enough so as to cause no aprecleble effect 

upon the plasria. 

Attempts to slot the pyrex tube were first made using 

two dianond-Impregnated steel saws of different widths. 

irecautlons to prevent excessive vibrations in the sawing 

process, such as filling the tube with wax and surrounding 

the outside with plaster of paris, were found to be naces- 

56X7. ThO saw first made Its out through the plaster of 

nana and then Into the pyrex. The area being sawed through 

Was sprayed with a cirect stream of water to act as a lubri- 

cent and also to help dissipate the heat. The cutting speed 

of about 400 rev mln was maintained by a shunt wound d.c. 

motor oared down by a system of belt pulleys. Higher 

speeds seemed to cause excensive chipping of the ed,es. The 
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edges of the slot were still badly ohipt'ed, however, even 

with these precautions. It was decided that the cause a 

the hard bond ho1din the diernond dust in place. 

The next and only successful attempt employed the 

above mentioned precautions but a commercial grinding wheel 

of carborundum set in a soft rubber bond was used in place 

or the diamond saw. ifter the pleater of parie had been out 

through and the cut into the glass started, it was found 

that precaution should be used at this time to lower the 

stock slowly onto the wheel. Lowering rapidly will bow the 

thin blade causing lt to cut a slot much wider than the 

width of the blade. The stock was fed as slowly as possible 

into the wheel in such a direction as to be opposite to the 

rotational direction of the grinding wheel. This grinding 

process produced bad strains along the edges of the slot 

which could be observed by means of two polaroid discs. It 

Is important to anneal the ends of the slot to prevent 

cracking, which occurs during the boating necessary to form 

the r1n seals. 

The distance between the cathode and anode was made 

variable by having the cathode movable by means of a magnet 

outside the evacuated region. As can be seen in Figuro 2 

the upper extension of the main tube contains a 1/2 In. hol- 

low copper tube Inside of wtIch is a 2 In. mild steel 31ug 

with a .005 In. clearance. To the slug Is attached a 



3/16 in. hollow braaB tube of sufficient length to protrude 

pest the glass ground joint when the slug is at the maximum 

position. In this way the electrodes may be changed so 

that different materials cari be studied. 1.leotrical contact 

Is made tru the brass tubc to the aluminum bearing, which 

is attached to the coper tube. ¡ .040 nIckel lead le 

soldered to the copper tube arid then passed out through the 

tube by a uranium gliss to tungsten seal. 

The probe is caused to move in the seme manner as 

the movable cathode; a square solid brass rod being used In 

place of the round one used for the cathode. rectangular 

slug of brasa terminating the rod Is pierced with a 1/16 in. 

hole. Different probe8 may be substituted by dropping them 

down through the slit Into the hole and are held In place 

by a set screw which ty be tlhtened by an allen wrench 

Inserted throuh the small glass ground joint. 



CIRCUIT DL&GRA 

i 

The galvanometer used In the above circuit was 

accurate to .5 percent with an 1ntcrnui. resistance of 

i98_n_ A Simpson neter was used for the voltreter with 

ari Internai resistance of 20,000JL per voit. lth the 

rheostst Its mixitnt*r position, the error made by ne- 

p1oet1n the voltae drop across the iOO,OOOJL resist- 

anee is only one pert in 200. The error i negligible at 

voltage readings 01' 150 volte and below. The power suptly 

had a one volt ripple at 1,500 volts. The volteter as 

shown reads directly - Va where is the probe 

potential and Va Is the anode potential. 
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iIMiN1AL RBZULTS 

serles of measurements wee made tar tour different 

probe bections. The consistency of this deta is evident 

troni the sirnl1ìrlty of Figures 3 - 8, pp. 26, 28, 30, 32, 

34, 36. ca1i3.ìtlons have been made using the data tabu- 

bated on Table f, p. 33, and plotted in Ylgure 7, p. 34. 

Referring ta Figure 7, te dashed straL',ht line indi- 

cetes the theoretical positive ion c.wrent that would exist 

if there were no electrons being collected by the probe. 

Thus, the electron current nay be found from l_ 
IP 

by extrapolation. F1re 8, . 36, shows a p1t of the 

logarithm of this calculated electron current versus 

V -V The linearity of the bottom portion of the curve 

seems to indicate the crectness of the assumption of a 

axwellian d1striutlon of velo' Itles In the positive 

striated column. 

The space potentiEL ray be estl;:iated from Figure 8 

by the intersection of the two stra1ht lines 1T and 

This log j_ - V curve should have a sharp discontin- 

uity at V Instead of the smooth curve evident. This makes 

the choice of V difficult. This break point is not sharp 
X 

due, probably, to such effects as electron emiscion fr 

the probe surface, ionization by electrons in the area near 

the probe, and electron reflection f rìi the probo. 
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The calculations below give the possible information 

available from the one cenes of probe rnecurements: 

1. Lioctron Texperature 

Froi, Fiure E, V : 6,6 vol ta when i and i are 
p - 

in the ratio of 1:2,718, Thus t = 1I7xJô4LV °K 

L1J7X1O4X" °k 77x/ôfrf 
2. Electron Current Density at V 

X 

Area of the robe A = .095 square centieters. 

3. 93_ g) 

47,'an,eI'eS 
1Z0 - t )- c9 e' 

c, Tlectron Density 

AL :r3 /ô2 / 
SO XX) '° i#/ó/Cn3 
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4. The Positive Ion Pempereture 

- ______ 
A 'û9.6 

»14 2 . 

IV.. = z i ,, 

= 

nj/ 
) 

= 99ôc° 

Thus with the satisfying results obtained for the 

electron and positive ion to'peratures, even though the 

surface bad not been outassed, the apparatus will serve 

well for student use in the laboratory. 



NATA S1T 1O. i 

Probe Position - 3.1 ocntizeters 
Pressure - 2 mlllimoters 
Anode lotential - 1.0 kv 
Flete Current - 1.3 ria 

V -V I V -V I 

p a p p a p 

400 8.60 160 1.30 

380 5.80 150 1.20 

360 4.30 140 1.10 

340 3.63 130 1.00 

320 3.40 120 .85 

300 2.90 110 .78 

280 2.52 100 .62 

250 2.35 95 .42 

240 2.26 90 .10 

230 2.20 85 - 1.60 

220 2.08 80 - 4.1 

210 1.87 75 - 7.3 

200 1.76 70 -12.4 

190 1.60 65 -19.4 

180 1.50 62.5 -23.5 

170 1.40 

Table i 
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Probo os1tion - 3,1 eon tirreters 
Pressure - 500 mloron8 
Anode otentlal - 1.1 kv 
Plate Current - .67 rna 

v-v I v-v I 
p a p p a p 

390 14,6 145 1,00 
380 11.0 140 .00 
360 7.0 j35 1.00 
340 5.2 130 .90 
320 4.1 125 .85 
300 3.5 120 .80 
280 2.9 1j5 .70 
260 2.5 110 .70 
240 2.2? 105 .60 
210 1.95 100 .60 
200 1.90 95 .50 
195 1.83 90 .40 
io 1.80 85 .35 
185 1.70 80 .20 
180 1.50 75 .80 
175 1.40 70 - 2.0 
170 1.35 65 - 3.6 
165 1.20 60 - 6.8 
160 1.20 55 -11.8 
155 1.20 50 -18.2 
150 1.10 

Tb1e 2 
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DATA 3HE'T NG. 3 29 

Probe Position - 5.0 centiceters 
Pressure - 500 mlerons 
anode Potential - 1.1 kv 
Plate Current - 0.67 nia 

VpVa Vp_Va 'p 

390 7,2 150 .80 

380 145 .80 

360 4.4 140 .70 

340 3.6 135 .70 

320 3.0 130 .60 

300 2.5 125 .55 

280 2.1 120 .50 

260 1.9 115 .50 

240 1.? 110 .40 

220 1.4 los .30 

200 1.2 100 - .40 

180 1.0 95 -1.50 

175 .94 90 -3.00 

170 .90 85 -5.20 

165 .90 80 -9.50 

160 .90 75 -14.2 

155 .85 70 -25. 

Table 3 
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DATA SHEET NO. 4 

Probe Position 7 oerit1eters 
Pressure 500 microns 
Anode Potential 1.1 kv 
Plate Current - .87 ma 

v-v I V-V I 
p a p p a p 

440 12.6 190 .95 

420 7.? .8? 

400 5.6 190 .75 

380 4.4 160 .65 

360 3.6 150 .60 

340 3.0 140 .40 

320 2.5 135 .30 

300 2.2 130 - .30 

280 1.9 125 - .75 

280 1.6 120 - 3.70 

240 1.4 115 - 6.30 

220 1.2 flO -10.30 

200 1.0 105 -18.3 

Table 4 
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DATJ SHEET NO. 5 

irobe osit1on - 15 cent1etera 
ressure - 300 mIcrons 

Anode Potential - 1.3 kv 
Flato Current 0.42 inL't 

v-v I V-V I 
p a p p a p 

400 -10.70 145 -1.85 

380 - 9.80 140 -1.70 

360 - 8.90 135 -1.40 

340 - 8.10 130 -1.00 

320 - 7.50 125 .20 

300 - 8.40 120 1.40 

280 - 5.75 115 ¿.3? 

260 - 5.10 110 6.20 

240 - 4.50 105 11.40 

220 - 3,90 100 21.60 

200 - 3.40 95 31.0 

180 - 2.80 90 44.5 

1'VO - 2.70 85 57 

165 - 2.60 80 70 

160 - 2.50 77.5 78 

155 - 2.24 75.0 82 

150 - 2.10 70.0 85 

Table 5 
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DA'rA sHIr NO. ô 

Probe Position - 15 centImeters 
Pressure - 300 microns 
Linode Potential - 1.3 kv 
Plate Current - 0.42 ma 

VP _ Va 
'p 

1 I_= Log I_ 

1.25 0.20 -1.10 1.30 0.26 

120 1.40 - 9r/ 2.3'? 0.86 

115 3,317 .83 4.20 1.44 

110 6.20 - .69 6.89 

105 11.40 - .55 11.95 2.48 

100 21.60 - .41 22.01 

n' 
l 

zi 
%I 

97 
. .. ' 

,_1 )fl 
d 4. .' I J. 

90 44.5 - .13 44.63 3.80 

85 57.0 .01 56.99 4.04 

80 70.0 .15 69.85 4.25 

77,5 78.0 .29 77.71 4.35 

75.0 82.0 .43 81.57 4.40 

70.0 85.0 .57 84.43 4.44 

Table 6 
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